Despite a range of similarities with what had been reported by previous research from some other countries, argumentation on the GMO topic in the Hungarian press had several distinct characteristics, one of which was the relative prominence of economic arguments against the technology.
Introduction
Due to socio-historical reasons, civil society is weak in Hungary compared to Western countries (Acsády and Ferencz 2008) . Within this relatively weak civic sphere however, the environmental movement does carry some weight: it is among the most established environmental movements in Central and Eastern Europe (Harper 2004) . Environmentalists in Hungary started to take up the issue of GM mainly in the second half of the nineties (Harper 3 2004) . Civic activists participated with experts and politicians in the GMO Roundtable, which contributed to the amendment of the law on gene technology in Hungary in 2006 (Darvas 2008 ).
Environmental organizations are, however, less embedded in society than their Western counterparts; public participation in environmental organization is low. The public shows less interest in the actions of the environmental organizations 1 and in general towards post-material issues such as environmental causes (Inglehart and Welzel 2005 ). There is a low level of interest from the lay public in Hungary in the GM issue (Vicsek 2011a (Gaskell et al. 2006 ).
There have been turbulent debates in a number of societies world-wide on the issue of genetically modified crops (Shineha -Kato 2009) . In contrast, in Hungary the GM issue was not high on the political or media agenda. Hungarian political news in the media is often dominated by the disputes between the different political parties; this is what makes top political news. But in the case of GM there was no great conflict between the parties: there was political agreement among the major parties that there should be a moratorium in
Hungary on the cultivation of genetically modified MON810 corn. The fact that the political parties agreed was not heavily publicized and the GM topic did not become a hot political issue.
While the political sphere and most of the civic organizations are against GM cultivation in Hungary, there is division within the scientific sphere. A leading scientist of the pro-GM side is biotech researcher Dénes Dudits, president of the Barabás Zoltán Federation of Biotechnology, an association which calls for less strict regulation of GMO cultivation and use in Hungary. Members of the federation include some research organizations and several biotech companies -such as Monsanto and Syngenta (Dudits 2009 Although the EU has allowed the cultivation of MON810 corn, Hungary -similarly to some other countries -has opted for a national safeguard clause. This clause came into effect in Hungary in 2005; up until the end of our examined period (the end of 2009) the cultivation of GM crops (for commercial purposes) was not allowed in Hungary 2 . The European
Commission has several times introduced motions to lift this ban in Hungary -to date unsuccessfully.
There is by now abundant social scientific research on GM related topics, and a number of writings have appeared which contain systematic analysis of the media portrayal of GMOs (Augoustinos et al. 2010 , Bauer 2005 , Bauer et al. 2001 , Cook et al. 2006 , Hughes 2005 , Hughes et al. 2008 , Kohring and Matthes, 2002 , Maeseele and Schuurman 2008 , Maltese-Nehrbass et al. 2006 , Marks et al. 2007 , Nisbet and Huge 2006 , ParalesQuenza 2004 , Priest and Eyck 2003 , Vilella-Vila and Costa-Font 2008 . Research results have been reported from a range of countries: with some countries, such as the UK and US, being overrepresented, while others are underrepresented in the major international literature.
Sociological aspects of the GM issue are an especially underresearched topic in Hungary, extremely little is known on this.
The aim of our exploratory research was to investigate how the press represented GM crops and food in Hungary: what the salience of the issue in the press was and what kind of valenced frames the press employed. We analyzed the coverage of the two political papers and the two tabloids with the highest circulation from 1 May 2007 to 31 October 2009. In this 5 paper we will argue that despite a range of similarities with the reporting of some other countries, Hungarian coverage also had several distinct characteristics.
Previous research concentrating on other societies that have applied a frame analysis perspective in the case of GM focused mainly on a numerical analysis of the occurrence of the frames rather than giving a comprehensive in-depth, rich and nuanced description of the frames (Bauer 2005 , Bauer et al. 2001 , Kohring and Matthes 2002 , Marks et al. 2007 , Nisbet and Huge 2006 , Parales-Quenza 2004 , Priest and Eyck 2003 3 . In our research, besides a quantitative analysis, a detailed qualitative analysis of the frames was also made.
We also included tabloids in our analysis, while much previous research investigating media frames on GM sampled only the elite press. Henderson and Kitzinger (1999) It is important to investigate the social aspects of genetic modification of crops, as it is a controversial technology that is applied in many areas around the world -and thus has the potential to affect the lives of many people. Hungarians typically eat food products which have some degree of GM content. Products containing more than 0.9 percent GMO content have to be labeled, and whilst there are basically no labeled products in the stores, many food products which are unlabeled contain some degree of GM material -in some cases even above the 0.9 percent labeling limit (Kasza-Lakner 2012) . The issue of crop cultivation in Hungary being GM or non-GM is relevant for the country also because of the extent of the country's agricultural seed export.
Scholars of Science and Technology Studies and science policy experts have argued for some time that it is important to get the public engaged in scientific matters and increase 6 their knowledge and democratic participation in science and technology issues (Király 2007) .
The European Commission (2009) also emphasizes the need for public engagement and the need to take into account in some ways the views of the public in science issues. The media can be an important source in resourcing lay discourse on science and technology topics.
However, if the salience of these issues is low in the media -as is the case in Hungary with GM crops -and the public is not adequately informed of debates on dangers and benefits of technologies which exercise an effect on their lives, then lay people's range of scientific citizenship is impoverished.
Theoretical background
Day by day there are events in the world considered to be about genetic modification of crops, some of which appear in the media news whereas others are left out. The kind of events that are selected can contribute to different frames being applied in the media for the GM topic and of course the same event can be presented with different interpretations. Front stage and back stage media actors (Kitzinger 2009 ) can compete to ensure that their preferred frame dominates the portrayal of an issue.
Frames are an "essential feature of news" (Tuchman 1978, p. 193) . Frames have been defined in a variety of ways (Entman 1993 , Gamson 1992 , Gitlin 2003 , Iyengar 1991 , Kitzinger 2007 , Scheufele 1999 , however an important shared aspect of many notions on framing is that frames are "coherent packages of information" (Schuck and de Vreese 2006, p. 6) , and that not all elements of a frame need to be present in order to evoke recognition of the frame (Kitzinger 2007) . In the paper we build on Entman's (1993, p. 52) concept of framing:
"To frame is to select some aspects of a perceived reality and make them more salient in a 7 communicating text, in such a way as to promote a particular problem definition, causal interpretation, moral evaluation, and/or treatment recommendation for the item described."
In our study we will be analyzing binary valenced, issue-specific news frames.
Valenced frames "evaluate political issues or situations in either positive or negative terms" (Schuck and de Vreese 2006, p. 6 Frames applied on different topics are not necessarily binary, although they can be, if dichotomous rhetorical strategies can be observed in the texts. Kitzinger (2007) for example, in her analysis on frames used for embryo research, discerned a pro-embryonic stem cell research frame in which embryos were seen to be precious material for research and an antiembryonic stem cell research frame which argued for the embryo as human life that needs to be protected.
Some of the frames that frame researchers had developed have been issueindependent. These frames were developed in a way that they could be used for the analysis of different issues. On the other hand, many frames that had been applied by researcherssimilarly to the embryo stem cell research frames described above -had been issue-specific, i.e. only appropriate for the analysis of a certain issue. The advantage of the issue-specific type is that it contains a "high level of specialization and precision", but a disadvantage is the "lack of universality" (Dahinden 2002, p. 191) . These characteristics thus have to be taken into account in the interpretation of our results.
Media frames can be relevant as they are one of the sources that can influence how the audience constructs an issue (Schuck and de Vreese 2006) -even if media influence can in 8 some cases go in unexpected directions and some audience members might potentially develop an oppositional understanding of the media coverage (Hall 1980 , Kitzinger 2002 ).
The topic of technology and science is special in the sense that "on a day-to-day basis, many people do not have other sources of expert information or interpretation of scientific issues" (Crawley 2007, p. 341, Priest and Eyck 2003) . However, this does not mean that the way people make sense of biotechnology necessarily echoes the media presentation. People can rely on other conversational resources in their discourses -such material learnt at school, their experiences in case of other topics from which they make logical inferences to the topic in question, etc (Hornig Priest 1994) .
Previous research on GM in the media
A significant body of research has studied the frames that appeared in the media in connection with GM (Bauer 2005 , Bauer et al. 2001 , Kohring and Matthes 2002 , Marks et al. 2007 , Nisbet and Huge 2006 , Parales-Quenza 2004 , Priest and Eyck 2003 . Bauer and his colleagues (2001, p. 41) based on their analysis of the elite press of 15 countries, which included the US, Canada and many European countries (but not Hungary), conclude that before 1996/1997 the press in most of these countries mostly "celebrated biotechnology in terms of progress and economic prospects" and applied frames linked to these. Over time, the analyzed press in most of these societies increasingly differentiated between medical and agrifood biotechnology: after 1996/97 agrifood biotechnology came to be presented more negatively, with risks and threats attributed to it more frequently than to medical applications and concern frames being more often applied linked to it than earlier.
Other more recent analyses of the UK, US, Spanish and Belgian press (employing diverse analytical perspectives -including analysis of frames) amongst others also highlight that after the late 1990s GM was often presented in the examined media outlets as a controversial issue (Augoustinos et al. 2010 , Bauer 2005 , Hughes et al. 2008 , Maeseele and Schuurman 2008 , Marks et al. 2007 , Nisbet and Huge 2006 , Vilella-Vila and Costa-Font 2008 .
In the case of UK media coverage -which has been the focus of many qualitative media analysis research projects on GM news coverage -the following characteristics have been found by recent studies which have applied a range of qualitative methods:
the public of the country portrayed as uniformly opposed to this biotechnology (Augoustinos et al. 2010 );
the UK government was often depicted as undemocratic: "determined to proceed with the introduction of GM farming in spite of public opposition" and as being under pressure from "big business" and the USA (Augoustinos et al. 2010, p. 9) ; science linked to GM was represented as a controversial field (Augoustinos et al.
2010);
biotech companies were often depicted as a "powerful" industry -and in anti-GM writings as giant companies interested only in profit (Augoustinos et al. 2010 );
the topic was linked to other important political stories of the time, such as the Iraq invasion: the pro-US stance of the British government on GM was paralleled to that of its pro-US position on the Iraq invasion (Cook et al. 2006 ); a cluster of metaphors were present in connection with terrorism: bioterrorism was used to refer to the opponents in the dispute by both sides and GM crops were in some cases presented as a tool in fighting terrorists (for example a crop was presented which changed color when it was exposed to biological or chemical weapons) (Cook et al. 2006 );
there was frequent use of battlefield metaphors: disputes were often referred to as "wars" or "battle", an activity called an "attack" or an "invasion" (Cook et al. 2006) ; nationalistic arguments were present in several ways: a cluster of metaphors was connected to impurity, contamination -which linked the topic with xenophobia and debates on immigration and asylum-seeking (Cook et al. 2006 , Hughes 2005 ;
the EU was represented either as a "threat to the UK, forcing genetically modified organisms into the country" -or as a "barrier, protecting UK citizens from the corrupt forces of the USA" (Hughes 2005 , p. 251);
Opposition to GM was caricatured as Luddite -which in the UK public debate has come to mean "dim-witted, irrational, bigoted, violent and badly organized opposition to all technology" (Cook et al. 2006, p. 26);  references to science fiction, the symbolism of Frankenstein and science-fiction metaphors were also applied in the news reporting (Hughes et al. 2008 );
pro-GM proponents lost the battle for the terminology employed in the media (Hughes et al. 2008 );
GM reporting discussed emphatically decisions regarding the technology, controversies and the demonstrations, protests taking place (Hughes et al. 2008 ).
There are some indications that similarly to the trend found by Bauer et al. (2001) for many other countries, the coverage of GM over time became more negative in Hungary (Harper 2004 , Kasza-Lakner 2012 .
Krista Harper, an anthropologist, besides reporting on ethnographic fieldwork among environmental activists related to GM in Hungary writes also on the media coverage in the late 1990s and early 2000s based on interviews and her impressions. According to her, prior to 1998, there was very little media coverage of GM crops in Hungary. After 1998 and the Pusztai affair (this involved Hungarian-born biochemist Árpád Pusztai coming forward with research results which he interpreted as indicating the dangers of GM food) media reporting on GM focused more on controversial issues and became more negative (Harper 2004 ).
Data and methods
We examined the press coverage for a period of two and a half years (from 1 May 1 Articles were selected in two steps: first we electronically searched a database 4 containing articles from these papers for the analyzed period using as search terms "genetic modification" and a wide range of related concepts (such as "GMO", "genetically improved", "genetically manipulated", etc.). Then from the resulting articles we selected all those which, on reading, the coders (the author of this article and an independent coder 5 ) found touched upon GM crops or GM food. This procedure resulted in 196 articles. In the following for reasons of simplification we often refer to them as GM or GMO articles, whereas they involve the narrower topic of crops or food.
First, a quantitative content analysis was conducted, where several aspects were coded into the statistical software SPSS by two coders (the author and the independent coder mentioned above). Which daily the article appeared in was coded. Related to the salience, the length of the part of the article dealing with the GM issue was coded (number of paragraphs), as well as the page the article started on. Frames to be applied in the analysis were determined inductively by the author of this article after consultations with the other coder based on the argumentation found in the articles of the study corpus. The argumentation was found to be binary, hence two valenced frames were adopted.
Articles were classified as belonging to:
(1) the PRO-GM frame category: if the coders had the impression that benefits and/or support of GM crops/food was more dominant in the article than risks, negative aspects and rejection of GM;
(2) the ANTI-GM frame category: if risks, negative aspects, rejection was felt by the coders to be more dominant than benefits and/or support, or if benefits were only attributed for the GM producers and this was rated negatively;
(3) the both frames (neither frame is dominant) category: if no obvious dominance in the case of the pro-and anti-aspects could be established, but both were present; (4) the neither frame is present category: if benefits, support, positive aspects, risks, negative aspects, rejection of GM were not present in the article.
Intercoder agreement was tested on a sample of 50 articles, which were chosen randomly from the 196 articles. The intercoder reliability test using the conservative Cohen's kappa measure yielded acceptable results for the variables, with a value of .65 being the lowest for the more subjective frame variable (Landis and Koch 1977) .
Besides a quantitative content analysis, a more fine-grained, in-depth qualitative frame analysis was also conducted. In choosing our analytical aspects for the qualitative analysis of the valenced frames, we built on the ideas of Entman (1993) . In accordance, for the two frames the main characteristics were regarded to be: definition of the problem, sources of the 13 problem and their moral evaluation, and the offered solutions. We also looked at what additional characteristics the texts belonging to the two frames demonstrated -taking into account the suggestions of Kitzinger (2007) Some of the verification strategies that Morse et al (2002, p. 18) advise to use were applied to enhance validity and reliability of the qualitative analysis ("methodological coherence", "analyzing data concurrently", etc.), as well as building into the qualitative analysis the lessons drawn from multiple coding of part of the texts (all articles were analyzed by the author and a subsample of 30 articles was coded also by an independent researcher).
Findings
The salience of the GM issue in the Hungarian press could be regarded as low in the investigated period, if we take into account the number of articles, their length pertaining to GM and their position within the papers. 60.2 percent of the 196 articles contained a maximum of one paragraph on the topic of GM crops/food (we decided to include amongst the research materials even those articles where the GM topic was touched upon only briefly, as it was interesting how GM was fitted into a wider discussion of other topics, for example with the help of the social degradation rhetoric). In this two and a half year period only three (!) of the articles appeared on the first page in the analyzed papers and the average beginning page number of the articles was 12.6.
It is also relevant that the distribution of the GM articles into press outlets was very uneven. As it can be seen from Figure 1 , the topic was treated especially marginally in the tabloids: out of all the articles only 16 are from the tabloids. The ANTI-GM (Threat) frame was the dominant frame in the coverage: in 54.6 percent of the articles the ANTI-GM frame dominated. The PRO-GM (Advancements and Benefits) frame was much less frequent: it was the dominant frame only in 13.8 percent of the articles. Within the marginal coverage of the tabloids the presentation of the topic was less negative than that of the political papers (Table 1) . Table 1 . about here
In the following we give an in depth description of a wider range of specific features of the two frames. The two frames contained distinct word usage, views on moral evaluation, ideas for solutions and on who was to blame, etc.
Problem definition. Within the minority PRO-frame the problem was held to be that there are regulatory and policy obstacles which stand in the way of scientific advancement.
GM crops, which were argued were scientifically proven to be without great risks and which in many ways were beneficial, were not allowed as widely as they should be.
Involuntariness was an aspect present in the dominant ANTI-GM frame: that GM crops which were something that was risky and disadvantageous and attempts were being made to impose them on people/on Hungary.
Sources of the problem and their moral evaluation. An important element of risk
issues and also frame analysis is who is to be blamed (Douglas 1992) . Proponents of GM allocated blame to the (Hungarian) politicians who were against GM and who as a result 15 decided on regulation held to be too strict by GM proponents. In these accounts these politicians were portrayed as backward and blinded by ideology and to be pursuing anti-GM policies to curry favor with the public. Politicians were also presented as relying in their arguments and decisions on faulty research and as themselves not having sufficient knowledge of GM.
Within the ANTI-GM frame causal agents for the problem were seen to be foreign bodies: GM producing multinational companies, in some cases the WTO, the USA, or the EC, or even the president of the European Commission: José Manuel Barroso. The USA was presented as the major supporter of the GMO industry and -especially in the conservative political paper -as employing aggressive policies and applying pressure in order to get the EU to open its markets to American GM products. The EC was portrayed as 'weak'-and particularly in the conservative paper -as being influenced by the GM lobby and as caving in to the pressure put on it by the USA directly or via the WTO. GM producers were portrayed in this frame as giant multinational companies whose goal is to monopolize the markets and maximize profit, often with the help of unethical methods. Negative social consequences were attributed to their operations in countries where GM crops were allowed.
Solutions offered. The solution to the problems was seen by proponents of the PROframe to be a regulation which allowed GM crops to be cultivated and sold more widely. They also argued for more money for research which was developing the GM technology. The proper authority source on which decisions regarding policy or regulations should be based was constructed in these accounts to be high ranking biotechnology scientists. This approach demonstrated considerable faith in the authority and capability of science. It represented the formative-normative, technical view of risks, often applied in risk assessment -that risks could be determined objectively by high-quality science, that they were essentially a scientific issue, which should not be polluted by factors such as ideology or personal interests. It represented the viewpoint that the scientific perspective should be given primacy -as it was the best perspective. The operation of the EFSA was regarded as being in accordance with this criterion. It was portrayed as consisting of scientists of international reputation.
In the ANTI-GM frame the goal was often declared to be freedom from any kind of GM. GM opponents argued for money for research that would examine risks in a "proper way", i.e. more thoroughly than a great body of previous research and also more "independently". By independent they meant research which was not financed or influenced by the GM lobby. It was argued that GM producers should give seeds for research purposes to independent researchers. In this frame the status attributed to science was not as high as in the case of the other frame. Also other viewpoints, not just scientific viewpoints, were seen as valuable and as such were regarded as proper sources that regulatory decision-makers should consider (for example the antipathy of the public towards GM).
Risks and benefits.
Within the PRO-GM frame diverse arguments appeared on the benefits of GM. The minority of articles employing this frame saw GM production as a way of achieving environment-friendly technological progress, which could contribute to curing certain illnesses or to combating hunger or in the production of fuel, which would help a country's agriculture compete well on international markets and which gave higher profit and yielded well by producing crops resistant to disease, to lack of salt or water and to insects.
In the dominant ANTI-GM frame the focus was on diverse risks and negative aspects linked to GM. In this frame, GM was presented as a technology the European/Hungarian public was against, and on which there was a lack of adequate research, thus it was not known what the long-term consequences of its application would be as it potentially caused human health problems, harmed animal life and the environment. A prominent claim was that the cultivation of GM crops was not feasible economically in Hungary. This was supported by the following argumentation: 1. GM crops could not be sold on the markets -because of the negative sentiment of Hungarians and people of many other countries, 2. if GM cultivation was allowed in Hungary then all crops would have to be labeled whether they were GM or not, and this would entail costs, 3. the image of Hungarian agricultural products was best if it remained traditional, 4. once GM cultivation was allowed on even a small piece of land irreversible genetic pollution could occur. Benefits attributed to GM crops by pro-GM proponents were recurrently contested by those opposed to GM. In the case of MON810 corn it was argued by opponents of GM that there was no point in cultivating this corn in Hungary as its primary benefit was protecting against a kind of moth which did not exist in Hungary.
Beneficiaries. The PRO-GM frame connected benefits to hungry people, farmers, the sick or consumers. Whether it was beneficial for multinational companies was basically missing from this discourse, or in one or two cases the argument appeared that the technology would not be able to survive if it was only good for multinational companies. On the other hand, if beneficiaries were raised in the ANTI-GM frame at all, mainly GM producing companies were mentioned -and this was often rated negatively.
Uses of GM. Within both frames GM crops featured dominantly as a food issue, but
within the PRO-GM frame there was more emphasis on some other uses such as for fuel or medicine compared to the opposing frame.
Concept of genetic modification.
It is possible to differentiate between broad and narrow concepts of genetic modification. The way genetic modification was defined was in connection with the frames applied. An attempt was made in the media by biotech researcher Dudits to popularize a pro-GM broad concept. He emphasized that not only those crops which are generally labeled nowadays as genetically modified crops are genetically modified, the scope was wider: there were other variants of plant breeding which can involve genetic modification of crops (such as hybridization), which are wide-spread, legal, accepted by the public and have been legal and wide-spread practice in Hungary for centuries, and are generally not regarded as genetic modifications in public discourse. This broad understanding was used sometimes in articles of the PRO-GM frame, but mainly in cases when Dudits was invited to comment. This understanding of GM entails a view that GM (understood broadly)
is not a new method. In contrast, a narrow concept of genetic modification was predominant in the press -which defined it as a controversial new procedure which in some countries was allowed, in others prohibited. Another kind of broad concept of genetic modification also featured in the press which regarded GM negatively: in some reports applying the ANTI-GM frame, GM was used as an embodiment of current negative phenomena, it symbolized more than just genetic modification itself, rather the negative status of the globalized, modern world today.
Labels. Labels can be a site of contest in controversial issues (Hughes et al. 2008 ).
Pro-GM proponents problematized the current practice of labeling, arguing that the most widely applied terms carry negative connotations. Some of them used these widespread terms in the media -while alluding to their problematic nature. One of the major proponentsDudits -argued in the media for the use of a different label. He proposed that the term "plants improved with gene technology" should be used, in order to emphasize that GM is a variant of improvement by breeding, and as breeding did not carry negative connotations. He lost the battle for language, as this term was used rarely, in only a portion of the writings of the PRO-GM frame. In the press the terms "gene treated", "gene modified", "genetically modified"
were often used, and in some cases the abbreviations "GM" or "GMO", or the expression "modified with gene technology". "Gene-fouled" or "genetically manipulated", terms which carry negative connotations, were also used in some articles -dominantly within an ANTI-GM frame.
Images. Among the images accompanying the texts of the articles, pictures of crops/seeds of crops that have been tampered with were most common in both frames. In the PRO-frame there were no pictures of crops that looked exceptionally beautiful or abundant; they mostly looked like ordinary crops -with an element of human intervention hinted at in the form of a test-tube before it, etc. In the ANTI-GM frame there were in some cases also pictures of seemingly damaged crops. Some pictures in the PRO-frame portrayed scientists who commented on the benefits of GM. Pictures belonging to the ANTI-frame were more varied, not just linked to the crop itself or to science, but showed also cases of protest actions or experts, politicians, activists, famous people who expressed a negative opinion on GM in the reporting. Anti-GMO demonstrations as topics hardly featured in the GM reporting at all and when they did appear, they were, with one exception, about foreign protests. It is interesting however, that the pictures accompanying articles on GM in several cases contained pictures of anti-GMO demonstrations -even if the topic of demonstrations did not come up in the article.
Images about here (Image 1, Image 2, Image 3, Image 4)
Rhetoric of progress or degradation. Scientists of the PRO-GM frame applied a rhetoric of technological progress whereby the major positive value was attributed to the advancement of science; they argued that technological progress was necessary and unstoppable. The GM issue was fitted into this discourse.
For opponents of GM, technological progress was not seen as an ultimate goal, GM
was not fitted into a discourse on technological progress, rather in some cases a rhetoric of degradation appeared in the ANTI-GM frame. This rhetoric stressed negative societal changes and in some cases saw the GM producing corporations as culprits of these negative changes.
In a few cases the rhetoric of degradation focused on the deterioration of food.
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Metaphors. Both sides saw the GM issue as a site of battle, in some cases they used war metaphors to convey the controversy between the two camps (battlefield, fight, war, victory) .
Who is invited to comment. Part of the pro-and anti-GM writings were readers' letters:
many of those who wrote in were experts of the topic. There were emotionally heated arguments in such writings from both sides. Some journalists also took an active part in the debate: Miklós Hargitai wrote many articles in a dramatic tone in which he expressed his distrust of GM. In articles applying mainly the PRO-GM frame scientists were asked to comment, in writings belonging to the ANTI-GM frame a range of people appeared who argued against GM, not only scientists, but representatives of civic and professional organizations, politicians and ministry officials, and activists. People who openly and officially represented biotechnology companies were not asked to comment in either frame.
Rhetoric linked to research on GM.
References to research investigating the risks of GM technology appeared in the reasoning applied by both proponents and opponents of GM.
An asymmetrical evaluation of research appeared in the accounts of both sides: both camps claimed that the research results which supported the arguments of the other side are inadequate and removed it from the field of scientific legitimacy. They supported such criticism with a contingent rhetoric, whereas research with conclusions supporting their own views was not attacked on such a basis. In the contingent rhetoric scientific results and beliefs are depicted as being influenced by non-scientific factors such as personal inclinations, the social position or incompetence of the scientists (Gilbert and Mulkay 1984, Juanillo Jr 2001) .
In our case pro-GM proponents constructed accounts whereby research with conclusions emphasizing risks was depicted as inadequate, not of high enough research standard, those who did such research were rated as trying to advance their career by riding the anti-GM tide. In contrast, research which did not conclude that there were relevant 21 harmful effects of GM was portrayed as being of international standard, it was not attacked, its results were accepted and the interests of the scientists involved were not questioned. Thus, in these cases an empiricist repertoire was employed -which depicted scientists' actions as "generic responses to the realities of the natural world" (Gilbert and Mulkay 1984, p. 57) .
Those in opposition to GM on the other hand reflected on the contingent nature of results only in the case of research which they held to report on no relevant risks. These research projects appeared in the anti-GM accounts as biased and under the influence and funding of the GMO lobby. It was argued that these pieces of research are inadequate as they could not deal with long term effects of GM -more concretely with possible long term risks as it was not supposed that possible benefits would emerge later that had not been measured earlier.
Even though science as the only field for an authoritative voice was questioned in the ANTI-GM frame, those research results were accepted as support for their statements which were interpreted as demonstrating the risks of GM.
Excerpts exemplifying some typical elements of the PRO-GM frame Quotations from an article written by Dénes Dudits (biotech researcher) that appeared in the left-wing/liberal Népszabadság:
"It says a lot when we can hear a chorus of opinions from high-ranking officials or politicians that have nothing to do with the scientific arguments that have appeared in elite international journals. It is evident that behind the stock phrases there is a lack of knowledge of the facts. It is here that the world of science and the ideological battlefields diverge."
"A whole series of scientific articles and papers confirm that gene splicing can greatly improve the efficiency of bio-energy production from plants. We are witnessing the development of a new industry that produces medicines from GM plants… Drought-tolerant 22 GM plants that utilize water more efficiently will be very important actors in the agriculture of the future."
"It is really difficult to understand why we do everything we can to exclude Hungarian society from the economic advantages offered by green bio-technology and from enjoying the environmental protection advantages. Opposition to gene technology offers a few politicians and mediocre researchers a career opportunity for a short while. But fortunately the mills of science cannot be stopped and we will be forced to see that we have no chance for a competitive agriculture without high-tech developments." (Népszabadság, 14 March 2009, p.
12)

Excerpts exemplifying some typical elements of the ANTI-GM frame:
Quotations 
Discussion
Our findings showed that the salience of the GM topic was low in the analyzed papers for the investigated period. In comparison with some Western European countries the GMO topic 24 was lower on the agenda of the analyzed Hungarian media outlets: it hardly ever made headline news. The coverage was small in number compared to what has been reported by recent research for several other countries, for example the UK (Cook et al. 2006 ).
We found a great difference in the quantity of coverage between the different types of media outlets: the tabloids had far less items on the topic. This had the important consequence that consumers of the tabloids received minimal information on the topic from these sources.
Within the press coverage GM emerged as a debated issue, with two valenced frames, of which the ANTI-GM (Threat) frame was more dominant than the PRO-GM (Advancement and Benefits) frame. Compared to what has been found in recent media analyses for some other countries, such as the US and the UK (Cook et al. 2006 , Marks et al. 2007 , in Hungary the ANTI-GM frame was particularly frequent: it appeared in close to four times as many articles as the PRO-GM frame. While in the U.S. and the UK, recent previous research has found that there were papers which wrote on the topic extensively and at the same time dominantly in a positive light (Cook et al. 2006 , Maltese-Nehrbass et al. 2006 ), this was not true for any of our analyzed papers: the political papers had a very negative stance toward the topic, the tabloids were less negative, but they contained hardly any coverage.
Possible reasons for the low salience of the issue in the media include the lack of interest of the Hungarian public in environmental, post-material issues (Inglehart and Welzel 2005, Karácsony 2001 ) -which can influence what gets published as journalists and editors might want to cater to what they believe the public is interested in. The low salience of the topic can also be partly attributed to the fact that for the political parties publicizing news on this was low on the agenda. It was not a hot political domestic issue as it did not lend itself to a kind of presentation where Hungarian political parties campaign for their own viewpoint being better than that of other parties -because of the political agreement between the parties on the issue.
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A possible explanation behind the much smaller extent of coverage in the tabloids is that the topic does not so easily lend itself to a soft news focus with Hungarian relevance as some other topics do (Vicsek 2011b, Vicsek and Gergely 2011) . Basically all articles that we encountered were "serious" hard news articles. In an earlier research we found that coverage of another biotechnology -stem cells treatments -was much higher in the tabloids and that a considerable part of those writings were soft news articles on the drama of individual patients (Vicsek 2011b, Vicsek and Gergely 2011) .
The argument that negative news would dominate the GM issue because of the fact that the media favors negative news, cannot be the major explanation: as other biotechnologies, such as stem cell research and treatment in certain time periods had been portrayed in a very positive light in Hungary (Vicsek 2011b, Vicsek and Gergely 2011) .
The dominance of the ANTI-GM frame can be attributed partially to the successful frame sponsorship of that part of the political elite which is engaged in these matters and to some degree the frame sponsorship of civic and environmental organizations.
Another possible reason for the negative coverage is the negative sentiment of many Hungarian journalists. Biochemist, Venetianer (2010) traces this back to the qualifications of the journalists writing on the topic: they mainly have qualifications in the humanities.
According to his argument people with these types of qualifications may tend more to favor green arguments as opposed to arguments of technocrats.
The conservative political paper was even more negative on the issue than the leftwing political paper, as the former could easily synchronize anti-GM sentiment with the antiAmerican, anti-multinational company, anti-globalization nationalistic ideology it propagates -which is characteristic of the right-wing parties in Hungary (even of the moderate Fidesz, although to a lesser degree than the extremist Jobbik). This might represent a difference compared to some Western European countries where anti-globalization, anti-American sentiment is in some cases more strongly present in the leftist papers and within the views of left-wing parties 6 .
Comparing results of our qualitative framing analysis with findings of qualitative studies in the UK that we have discussed in the paper in the section on previous research projects, a range of similar elements can be located, as well as several differences. In contrast to what has been found for the UK coverage (Augoustinos et al. 2010 , Cook et al. 2006 , Hughes 2005 , Hughes et al. 2008 , in the Hungarian press portrayal of GM: demonstrations were a marginal topic, the public and government were presented as having the same view on the GM issue, the topic was not connected to the political issues of mass migration, terrorism or Iraq, and the symbolism of Frankenstein (or other references to science fiction) was basically absent.
The marginal presentation in the press of demonstrations is partly due to the fact that there are fewer environmental demonstrations in Hungary than for example in Western
Europe. In the case of the GM topic an additional reason for the low number of demonstrations was that more demonstrations took place in the case of topics on which there was a difference between the viewpoint of green organizations on the one hand and the political parties and the government on the other. Instead of demonstrations many organizations just gave out statements to the media on GM. That foreign demonstrations were marginally represented can be explained to a degree by the focus of the media on domestic events. It is also true that if demonstrations in Hungary did take place on the GM topic, this did not mean they were necessarily covered by the major papers.
There are indications that possibly science-fiction metaphors are less present in the Hungarian media with respect to other topics as well -not just linked to the GM topic (Vicsek 2011b, Vicsek and Gergely 2011) .
Major differences of the Hungarian GM coverage in comparison to that of several Western countries include anti-GM arguments related to economics. Arguments that absence of GM cultivation is best economically for Hungary appeared strongly in the Hungarian press, while earlier research found that the elite press of many countries connected the GM topic to a considerable degree to frames of economic prospects, to business opportunities (Bauer et al. 2001 ). According to experts, even in recent years economic arguments against GM are marginal in Western countries in the media.
It is not possible to tell whether several of the characteristics that we had observed for the valenced frames in Hungary were typical or untypical for the foreign press, as other research did not report on those analytical aspects.
Our research results have relevance in relation to the theoretical dilemmas on 'risk society'. Beck (1992, p. 71) argued that the public could win back "the autonomy of their judgements" if risks of the technologies were publicized. Assessing the role of the media in this respect, we can state that within the small press coverage of the issue many risks of GM crops and food that were identified as such by civic organizations, scientists were present. The political papers performed better in this respect than the tabloids. However, the low salience of the topic in the media is a potential limitation on how much information the public can get from these sources.
According to some scholars, science -or at least some fields of science -are becoming increasingly medialized. Shafer (2009) distinguishes three dimensions of medialization: 1. coverage extensifies, 2. it becomes more diverse in terms of actors and content, 3. it becomes more controversial. The presentation of GM in the Hungarian papers does show that a range of actors commented on science, and non-scientific aspects entered into the discussions on interpretation of research results, as well as science in connection with GM being presented as a controversial issue. However, we cannot talk of medialization in the sense that GM was not a "hot issue", its coverage was not extensive enough to talk of it being extensified compared to earlier periods.
Constraints of the paper include that only four newspapers were analyzed. There are some indications that the coverage of GM in other press outlets and on television in the analyzed period might be similarly of low salience and dominantly negative within Hungary and for the arguments present in other media outlets to be similar 7 .
Miklós Hargitai (science journalist, author of many articles on the GM topic). The interviews were conducted by Júlia Gergely (following guidelines set by the author) and the author.
2 Since then, the conservative Hungarian government added the rejection of genetically modified crops as one of the elements of the Fundamental Law that was accepted by the Parliament on April 18, 2011
(this law can be changed only with the agreement of 2/3 of the votes).
3 An exception is the research of Hughes et al. (2008) which contained some elements of a qualitative frame analysis. 4 The articles were obtained from the electronic database of Observer Budapest Médiafigyelő Kft. 5 The independent coder was Zsófia Melinda Cseri.
6 This aspect was mentioned by Pál Venetianer in the expert interview.
7 Several of our expert interviewees voiced the opinion that the coverage was negative overall in the media and of low salience and that our description of the GM debate based on the four newspapers is very similar to what took place according to their impressions in other media outlets. This can also hypothesized based on our study of the transcripts of the Hungarian television news programs available in the electronic database of Observer (taking into account of course the risk that it is problematic that no images were available for the television programs as there is a chance that images might be in contradiction to the text). Figure 1 . Number of articles in the political papers and tabloids. 
